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Introduction
The German and Soviet invasions of Poland in September, 1939, had significant impact on the Polish American community.​[1]​  Questions about Poland’s survival dominated the Polish American press and mobilized Polish Americans to aid Polish war victims and refugees and to lobby consecutive American administrations for the recreation of an independent and democratic Poland after the war.  As Polish refugees began settling in Great Britain, Canada, and the United States, stories of wartime experience and survival confirmed Polish Americans’ worst fears of the severity of Nazi occupation as well as the devastation of the “Old Country.”  The question that needs to be answered is how the narrative of Polish survivors of Nazi persecution was told and researched in the United States during and after the war.
“Poland Speaks” to America
The Polish Government-in-Exile’s efforts to win American support for Poland’s fight against the Nazis and to educate the American public about the Polish war effort resulted in the creation of the Polish Information Center (PIC) (Polskie Centrum Informacji) in New York.​[2]​  The PIC was an agency within the Ministry of Information and Documentation of the Polish Government-in-Exile.  Its main mission was to “convince American public opinion of the justice of Polish war aims.”​[3]​  Among the PIC’s goals were “promotion of the concept of the Central European federation; creating the image of a modern democratic Polish state;” exposing Nazi crimes committed against Poland and “acquainting Americans with Polish culture.”​[4]​  The PIC started as a modest outpost in New York with few employees and a small budget.  By the end of World War II it had three additional branches in Chicago, Detroit, and Los Angeles and an annual budget of a million dollars.​[5]​  										In August, 1941, the Polish Information Center began to publish The Polish Review, intended as a weekly publication.​[6]​  Anonymous editors hoped to present “a true and unvarnished picture of life in Poland at this very moment,” and to give “our readers a clearer understanding of the efforts we [Polish authorities] are making to regain independence for our beloved Poland, under a democratic system of government and in closest cooperation with our friendly neighbors.”​[7]​  The editors must have hoped that more friendly neighbors would emerge after the end of World War II, because in 1941 Czechoslovakia seemed to be Poland’s only “friendly” neighbor.​[8]​  Finally, the aim of The Polish Review was to “present facts to the American public [italics added] so that it may form its own unbiased opinion.”​[9]​  The journal would definitely appeal to Polish Americans and make them proud of their heritage, but the Polish government was obviously trying to reach other ethnic groups and explain Poland’s predicament to mainstream America.  									Consequently, the journal included many articles dealing with Poland’s “glorious past” that “exalted the Polish past contributions to art and music and literature of the world.”​[10]​  There were also articles about Polish cities as well as military victories and historical events.  For example, the first issue, published in August, 1941, opened with a feature article about the victorious battle of Grunwald, known as the Battle of Tannenberg, of 1410, in which Polish and Lithuanian armies defeated the Teutonic Knights.​[11]​  Another example of the “glorious past” included a feature article about Poland’s historical commonwealth, which was characterized as “expansion without aggression.”​[12]​  In addition to history articles, there were numerous stories narrating the situation of the Polish population under Nazi occupation as well as the activities of the Polish Underground.​[13]​										As Nazi occupation policies became more oppressive, The Polish Review began to publish reports of Nazi persecution and personal stories of survivors of Nazi oppression.  As early as 1941, the journal included information about Jewish ghettos in Nazi-occupied Poland.​[14]​  The November 24, 1941, issue included a front page photograph of a wooden bridge in the Warsaw ghetto and an article about other Jewish ghettos in Poland.​[15]​  From 1941 to 1942, The Polish Review published the personal accounts of eight Poles who escaped Nazi-occupied Poland or Nazi Germany.  It included excerpts from the diary of the journal’s editor, Stanisław Centkiewicz, entitled “Warsaw under Fire and Thunder” that narrated the German siege of Warsaw in September 1939.​[16]​  The accounts can be divided into the following categories: personal testimonies of the first months of Nazi occupation; reports of Gestapo prisoners who had escaped the concentration camps; and stories by escaped POWs.  Two stories of POWs were told to Jan Rostworowski who may have been a contributor to The Polish Review.  Regrettably, the accounts were anonymous, except for the author’s first name, Bronek, which was probably an alias.​[17]​  An interesting account of German looting was provided by Zygmunt Kaczynski in his “pages from a personal record.”  Describing the devastation of the Royal Castle in Warsaw, he passionately recalled how the Nazis “like a swarm of locust fell on the castle and left it in a few weeks’ time a bare carcass, without the furniture, the tapestries, the parquet floors, the stucco ceilings, the porcelain stoves, [and] the fine doors.”​[18]​  The most interesting account came from an early survivor of Auschwitz, who was described as “a Pole who has recently arrived in London.”​[19]​  The account was anonymous, but the editors vouched for its authenticity by stating that “affidavits supporting every detail are in the hands of the Polish Government in London.”​[20]​  The survivor recalled the inhumane conditions and horrors of everyday life in the camp.  We have no clue as to the identity of the survivor.  The only information he provides is that “during the nine months I was there only five people, including myself, succeeded in escaping.”​[21]​  		The number of personal stories of Polish prisoners of war increased as more prisoners succeeded in escaping from German POW camps and told their stories of survival.  One of the most interesting accounts told of a prison theater, which, in the words of the narrator, represented “the few bright moments” he could remember from his days in the prison camp.​[22]​  Polish prisoners were able to put on some sketches and one full play by Aleksander Fredro (a 19th century Polish playwright).  The participation in a theater group “made life bearable when the guards got particularly nasty.”​[23]​  									The Polish Review also began to include excerpts from books written by Polish prisoners of war, translated into English and published in London.  For example, the September 1943 issue published an account by Marian Piotrowski from his book, Adventures of a Polish Prisoner.  Piotrowski was a soldier in the Polish Army in France.  After being captured by the Germans he was transferred from a POW camp in France to another camp in Germany.  Piotrowski praised the endurance of his fellow prisoners and concluded that Polish troops were able to “maintain the attitude of soldiers” and their dignity under the most dire circumstances.​[24]​  The October 1943 issue included excerpts from the book by S. Leszczyc, Prisoner of War No. 619/45.  Interestingly, Leszczyc and his fellow soldiers of the Polish Army in France were imprisoned in a French POW camp.  The Germans did not want to admit the existence of the Polish Army in France and so classified Leszczyc and his colleagues as members of the French Foreign Legion.​[25]​       												From 1946 to 1947, The Polish Review published six accounts related to Nazi persecution.  These included dramatic narratives of survival by Jan Sulicki, who spent five years in the POW camp in Woldenberg, and by Natalie Chodkiewicz, who survived the Ravensbruck concentration camp.​[26]​  One of the most interesting accounts was of the liberation of over 1,600 Polish female soldiers imprisoned by the Germans in the Oberlangen camp following the failed Warsaw Uprising of 1944.​[27]​  The women had fought in the uprising and many had been wounded.  Their dilemma to return or not return to Communist Poland was a shared experience of many Polish POWs who had been liberated in Western Europe.  					The March 1946 issue included fragments of the narrative by Leon Szalet from his book, Experiment “E”, published in New York in 1945.  Szalet, a Polish Jew, survived nine months in the Sachsenhausen concentration camp, which he called “the extermination laboratory.”​[28]​  Finally, the February 1947 issue published the account of Zygmunt Dygat, the acclaimed Polish pianist and student of Ignacy Paderewski.  Dygat’s active participation in the Polish Underground in France led to his arrest by the Gestapo.  He survived imprisonment and narrowly escaped execution for his refusal to betray his colleagues from the Polish Underground.​[29]​  By the end of 1947, however, the stories relating to the German occupation of Poland and Nazi persecution disappeared almost entirely from the pages of The Polish Review.  The journal’s editors instead began to focus on the Soviet-sponsored Communist takeover of Poland, Soviet persecution of Poles, and America’s role in the emerging Cold War.  					In July 1947, after a five-month suspension, the editors of The Polish Review resumed its publication as “an independent organ.”​[30]​  The journal’s goal was defined as winning “liberty and freedom for Poland in the rest of free Europe.”​[31]​  The editors appealed to the journal’s supporters and sympathizers to help The Polish Review become a “fighting outpost” for “a better world.”​[32]​  Consequently, the post-1947 content of the journal began to reflect political attitudes of the Polish American community regarding American foreign policy towards the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe, which many considered misguided and appeasing.  The journal began to include more personal narratives of Polish survivors of Soviet and Communist persecution.  For example, from 1946 to 1949 The Polish Review published personal accounts by Józef Czapski and Władysław Zachariasiewicz, who experienced Soviet totalitarianism in what Czapski called “the inhuman land.”​[33]​  Czapski, who escaped the Katyn forest massacre, published his personal narrative in the October 1946 issue.​[34]​  The March 1948 issue published a translated fragment of his forthcoming book, Na nieludzkiej ziemi [In the Inhuman Land], which was published in Paris in 1949.​[35]​  												The Polish Review also began to publish more official statements from the Polish American Congress and its president, Charles Rozmarek, and even included campaign advertisements for the United States Senate candidates.​[36]​  By the time The Polish Review ceased publication, the journal had not produced any articles related to personal experiences of Nazi persecution for at least two years.​[37]​  Instead, it concentrated on the struggle against the Soviet totalitarian state and on the liberation of Eastern and Central Europe.  It also began to focus on the cultural and political climate of Communist Poland.  						In addition to sponsoring early publication of The Polish Review, the Polish Information Center in New York published A News Bulletin on Eastern European Affairs and Polish Feature and News Service.  Both publications were short-lived and discontinued after 1941. They mainly contained brief news items about Nazi-occupied Poland and Eastern Europe provided by the Polish Ministry of Information of the Polish Government in London.  The news often included translations of official German documents as well as articles published in the German press.​[38]​  The purpose of both publications was to present the point of view of the Polish Government in London and to educate the American public about the events in Poland and throughout Europe in an effort to win American support for the fight against the Nazis (the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor did not happen until December, 1941).  The influence of both publications was most likely insignificant and it is unlikely that they reached a wide spectrum of American readers.  As for The Polish Review, it may have been acquired by a handful of American academic libraries and cultural centers and was probably popular with some Polish Americans and Polish expatriates, but its impact on the mainstream American reader was limited.  Lobbying for the Polish cause was also embraced and carried out by Polish exiles and displaced persons in the United States whose number would increase dramatically at the end of the war and in the 1940s and 50s.​[39]​  												One of the first groups of refugee scholars included largely members of the pre-war Polska Akademia Umiejętności (Polish Academy of Arts and Sciences) in Kraków.  In 1942, a group led by the historian Oskar Halecki founded the Polish Institute of Arts and Sciences in America (PIASA) to “assure the continuity of Poland’s intellectual and cultural development.”​[40]​  The organization operated as an academy-in-exile and published Bulletin of the Polish Institute of Arts and Sciences in America from 1942 to 1946.  PIASA members envisioned the bulletin as “a tribute to the past achievements of [Polish] scholars and to their present struggle,” and hoped that it would “form a link of continuity between the great historical tradition of Polish learning and that future when in our restored country the Polish Academy and all our other learned societies shall resume their interrupted activity.”​[41]​  The editors of the journal realized that their mission could not be accomplished without American support and asked “at the very beginning for the friendly interest and support of our American colleagues.”​[42]​  From the outset the journal published a list of Polish scholars who died after September 1, 1939, including the victims of both Nazi and Soviet occupation, in the “In Memoriam” section.​[43]​  					The journal did not include personal narratives as they did not fit the scope of the publication.  The articles that appeared in the Bulletin included research papers presented at the conferences organized by PIASA and represented different sections of the Institute.​[44]​  For example, the January, 1944, issue contained papers presented at a conference on the history of East Central Europe, and a preliminary conference on the role of universities in the post-war world.​[45]​  Interestingly, in 1943 the journal published a report on a Polish university camp in Switzerland for interned Polish soldiers.​[46]​  The report was prepared by the European Student Relief Fund in Geneva and sent via Sweden to the World Student Service Fund.​[47]​  It was one of few “current events” stories that the journal published from 1942 to 1946.  Bulletin of the Polish Institute of Arts and Sciences in America served mostly as a platform for exiled Polish scholars who continued to develop their scholarship under adverse circumstances.  The Bulletin later evolved into “the premier English-language outlet for Polish-centered scholarship,” known as The Polish Review.​[48]​     
American Friends of Polish Democracy
In 1941, the Polish Labor Group, an affiliate of the Polish Socialist Party of America and registered as a publishing agent of the Polish government, began publishing an English language periodical called Poland Fights.​[49]​  The purpose of the periodical, published in New York, was to “better acquaint the American public with the democratic forces in Poland” and to create “a link between the fighting, creative Polish Underground Democracy and the Free American Democracy.”​[50]​ By publishing Poland Fights the Polish government tried to reach out to American workers.  The periodical included news items on the struggle of Polish workers under Nazi occupation as well information about the Polish Underground State, underground labor organizations, and Polish political parties in exile.​[51]​  The activities of the Polish Labor Group were supported by an organization called the American Friends of Polish Democracy.​[52]​  Some important American personalities who supported the American Friends of Polish Democracy included New York City Mayor Fiorello LaGuardia, Professor Christian Gauss who served as dean of Princeton University, and Louis Hollander representing the Amalgamated Clothing Workers of America.​[53]​        										There were occasional eye-witness reports from concentration and POW camps.  For example, in November and December, 1941, Poland Fights published “the experiences of a war prisoner in Germany.”​[54]​  It was the account of a Polish soldier who fought with the Polish Army in France and was captured by the Germans in June 1941.  He spent eight months in a German POW camp in France.  Interestingly, his report included observations about the low morale among German soldiers.  The editors decided “for obvious reasons” not to mention his name.​[55]​  Other reports included early eye-witness accounts from prisoners in Auschwitz (Oświęcim), Dachau, and Mauthausen concentration camps.  These were anonymous reports from former prisoners who had experienced firsthand the terrible conditions at these camps.​[56]​  Interestingly, some articles that appeared in Poland Fights were reviews of the publications of the American Representation of the General Jewish Workers’ Union of Poland.  For example, “A Year in Treblinka,” which first appeared as an underground publication in Poland, was an eye-witness account from the Nazi concentration camp in Treblinka.  After being smuggled out of Poland, it was later translated into English and reviewed in Poland Fights, to make Nazi crimes “credible for the civilized Western world.”​[57]​  For the most part, the periodical included information on the extermination of Jews and Poles and provided regular reports on the activities of the Polish underground.  In August, 1941, the periodical published the section “News from the Ghetto,” which included excerpts from the letter from Poland that offered “a grim insight into Ghetto conditions prevailing in Poland.”  The anonymous author described the appalling conditions of the Jewish population in the Warsaw ghetto.​[58]​  An even more dramatic report from the Warsaw ghetto appeared in May, 1942.  It was provided by “a person who was able to make several extensive visits to the Warsaw ghetto,” and who later found himself in “a neutral country.”  The report, “Hell on Earth,” confirmed previous reports about the extermination of the Jewish population through starvation and the lack of basic medical care.​[59]​        					Poland Fights was well known to American opinion-makers.  In August, 1941, New York City Mayor Fiorello LaGuardia sent a letter to Aleksander Hertz, member of the Polish Labor Group and collaborator of the journal, thanking him for publishing the document, “Underground Poland Speaks,” which was sponsored by the American Friends of Polish Democracy and Poland Fights.  The document narrated Nazi atrocities and the resistance of Polish society.  LaGuardia described the document as “the most terrible indictment of the Nazi barbarity,” and expressed his hope that “the final cry for freedom will echo throughout the world.”​[60]​  In April, 1942, Poland Fights was mentioned in the New York Post.​[61]​  Its circulation grew significantly and reached 22,000 copies.​[62]​  The periodical made its materials widely available by stating that “all matter in Poland Fights may be reproduced with or without acknowledgment.”​[63]​ 
Polish American Press   
The German invasion of Poland on September 1, 1939, and the subsequent Nazi occupation of the Old Country became a major theme of numerous Polish American publications, including the oldest daily Polish-language newspaper in the United States, Dziennik Związkowy (Polish Daily Zgoda).  It is the oldest Polish language newspaper in the world published without interruption.​[64]​  	
During the war, the newspaper published numerous accounts and reports about Nazi persecution of the Polish population, including personal narratives of those who survived the occupation, imprisonment, deportations, and slave labor.  They told stories of personal suffering and endurance from the siege of Warsaw in September 1939 to the survival of ordinary people under Nazi occupation as well as prisoners of POW and concentration camps.  In 1941, the newspaper began to publish the memoires of Stanisław Ordon narrating the Nazi siege of Warsaw in September, 1939.  The author related the horrors of the constant bombardment and destruction of Poland’s capital.  He also conveyed the general sense of betrayal felt by almost every segment of Polish society when the Red Army invaded Poland’s eastern border on September, 17, 1939.  He described it as a “mortal blow” for Warsaw and Poland.  However, the Soviet invasion did not break the spirit of Warsaw defenders who vouched to defend their city. By fighting for Warsaw they were defending “the honor of the army and the nation.”​[65]​  The series continued till the end of 1941.  								As early as December, 1941, the newspaper published the anonymous account of a former prisoner of the Dachau concentration camp.  The account was smuggled out of Poland and also appeared in Poland Fights.​[66]​  The theme of concentration camps continued almost till the end of the war.  In June, 1944, the newspaper published the anonymous testimony of a Pole who spent years in Auschwitz-Birkenau, and later was transferred to a labor camp in Germany.  He escaped from the labor camp and ended up in Great Britain.​[67]​  The author characterized the labor camp in Germany as “a spa” in comparison with Auschwitz-Birkenau.​[68]​  The newspaper published numerous accounts of Polish servicemen who survived German arrests and interrogations or POW camps in Germany.  One of the most interesting stories concerned the fate of General Boruta-Spiechowicz who was arrested first by the Germans and later by the Russians.​[69]​  The general never lost hope and was finally released by the Russians. In his interview with Dziennik Związkowy, Boruta-Spiechowicz made a passionate appeal for unity by stating that “we [the Poles] have to be absolutely united.”  						In December, 1942, the newspaper published the account of a soldier who escaped from a POW camp in Germany and later joined the Polish Army.​[70]​  The anonymous author told of his imprisonment in the German POW camp.  He described difficult living conditions, small food rations, and the lack of basic hygienic supplies such as soap.​[71]​  One of the most moving POW stories published by Dziennik Związkowy was the anonymous narrative about Polish soldiers celebrating Christmas Eve in a German POW camp.​[72]​  An interesting story about Polish POW camps appeared in July, 1945.  By that time POW camps had been liberated by the Allied forces and became refugee (or DP - ​displaced persons) camps.  The soldiers, who fought the Germans in Poland, spent six years in German POW camps after being captured in September, 1939.​[73]​  According to one of the former POWs, “the life [in a refugee camp] is generally difficult and there is a shortage of almost everything.”​[74]​			By 1945, the newspaper began to publish reports of Soviet persecution of members of the Polish underground as well as Polish politicians considered hostile to the new regime imposed in Poland by the Soviet government.​[75]​  The paper also reported that many former Polish POWs and slave laborers escaped from the Soviet occupation zone of Germany to American and British zones.​[76]​  In December, 1946, Dziennik Związkowy, along with 55 other Polish American periodicals, was banned by the Polish government.​[77]​  Other prominent periodicals banned in Poland included Nowy Świat and Tygodnik Polski from New York, and Kurier Codzienny from Boston.​[78]​  As brutal Stalinization progressed in Poland, Polish Americans became alarmed at the abuse and terror of the Communist secret police in their Old Country.​[79]​  In May, 1947, Dziennik Związkowy published an interview with the former US ambassador to Poland, Arthur Bliss Lane, who told readers that” Poland was governed by five people” and was not a democracy.​[80]​  In 1948, Lane published his book, I saw Poland betrayed, in which he told the American public about what he believed to be the betrayal of allied Poland by the United States, Great Britain, and the Soviet Union.​[81]​  As the war drew to an end, the Cold War and the Soviet domination of Eastern Europe became a major topic of another significant Polish American periodical, Polish American Journal. 	Over the years, Polish American Journal acquired national status “as it became the only national English language voice of Americans of Polish ancestry.”​[82]​  The journal established direct contacts with members of Congress and “became the most referenced Polish American publication in the Congressional Record.”​[83]​  It also became a major voice for democratic and free Poland lobbying for the Old Country that had no say in its internal and international affairs after World War II.  Polish American Journal was in at the editorial forefront in reporting the activities of the House Select Committee to Investigate the Katyń Forest Massacre and the State Department’s request to shelve a resolution of the House Foreign Affairs Committee urging the United States to initiate action against the Soviet Union for the Katyń Forest Massacre.​[84]​  Another issue of concern was the forcible repatriation of Polish refugees after World War II.  An editorial of February, 19, 1955 urged the newspaper’s readers to write to their representatives in support of the establishment of a congressional committee that would “investigate and appraise the forced repatriation program implemented by American military and civilian authorities during the period, 1945-1947.”​[85]​  The journal tried to influence American foreign policy towards Eastern Europe, and especially Poland, by dealing with topics such as American loans and aid to Poland; recognition of Oder-Neisse line as Poland’s permanent western boundary; the role of John A. Gronouski, ambassador to Poland, in “building bridges” between the United States and Poland, etc.​[86]​  The journal’s editor did not avoid difficult issues such as divisions among the Polish American community and remained critical of its fragmentation - what Adam B. Lyczak, Polish American philanthropist, called living in “our little ghettos.”​[87]​  											The content analysis of Dziennik Związkowy and Polish American Journal demonstrates the commitment of the Polish American press to inform both the Polish American community and the general American public about Poland’s fate under the Nazis and later the Communist regime.  Over the years, the narrative of Poland as a victim of Nazi persecution became less significant in comparison with regular reports of abuses of Poland’s communist governments.  The Cold War and the struggle for the liberation of Eastern Europe gradually dominated the content of the Polish American press.​[88]​   
Published Narratives of Survival
Since the early 1940s, victims of Nazi and Soviet persecutions have been telling their stories of survival to the world in published books and articles.  As the Second World War generation exits the stage there is an even greater need to record their experiences of survival.  Why do some survivors choose to tell their stories while others remain silent?  Slavomir Rawicz provided one of the best answers in the afterword to the 1997 edition of his book, The Long Walk, which narrates his incredible escape from a Soviet labor camp in Yakutsk, and the march over thousands of miles on foot out of Siberia, through China, the Gobi Desert, Tibet, and over the Himalayas to British India.  Rawicz wrote the following:
“I did not write my story for personal gain.  It was done as a memorial to all those
… who could not speak for themselves.  It is a warning to the living, and, I hope,
a moral judgment for the greater good … After a half century, I find that while
giving my talks, the memories are as if they happened yesterday and are
extremely painful [italics added].  There are many other similar stories.  I am not
the only one.”​[89]​  Slavomir Rawicz, The Long Walk.
Asked about his fellow escapees’ fate after the war, he said that “they may have for their own reasons preferred to remain silent.”​[90]​  The reason may have been the very nature of the memories of the ordeal, but it may have been more prosaic.  It is possible that the survivors feared that their published testimonies would be detrimental to the safety of their relatives still living behind the Iron Curtain.  In 1997, Danuta Wojnar-Górecka, published her post-war memoirs, Klementyna, in Poland.​[91]​  Górecka, who immigrated to the United States in the late 1960s, is the survivor of both Nazi and Communist persecution.  She joined the Polish Underground to fight the Nazis, only to be arrested by Communist security police after the war.  This was the case with many members of the Polish Underground whose heroic stand against the Nazis could not save them from Soviet and Polish security police who considered them enemies of the new regime.  Górecka’s years of silence about her harrowing experience of Communist imprisonment were, to a large degree, caused by her concern for her friends and relatives who still lived in Poland.​[92]​  Rawicz also admitted his initial reluctance to publish his memoirs.  He was concerned that the publication would put his family and friends in both Poland and England in danger.​[93]​  The fall of the Berlin Wall created new opportunities for archival research as well as a more open environment for personal testimonies of both Nazi and Communist persecution.			The first published narratives of survivors dealt mostly with the experience of Nazi concentration camps.​[94]​  There was, however, another type of narrative that appeared as early as the 1940s.  It can be characterized as an odyssey to freedom, which involved escaping Nazi and Soviet persecutions by crossing, with or without permission, different countries and continents in the “flight to freedom.”  The Polish experience was unique because many survivors often experienced both Nazi and Soviet oppression as demonstrated by the examples discussed here.        
Survival as “Flight to Freedom”
One of the first accounts of survival under both Nazi and Soviet occupations appeared in New York in 1942 as Flight to Freedom.  The inconspicuous title and its unknown author, Barbara Padowicz, did not mean much to the American reader.  Nonetheless, the author told an incredible story of survival that began with the German siege of Warsaw in September, 1939, and ended with her escape to Brazil from war-torn Europe in September, 1940.​[95]​  Padowicz, a woman “of the more prosperous classes in Poland,” realized that her world came to an end on September 1, 1939, when the Germans invaded Poland.  She got separated from her husband when he was called up for military service to fight the Germans and decided to leave Warsaw.  Padowicz and her young son survived numerous bombardments of the Luftwaffe on their way from Warsaw to eastern Poland.  The narrative of her escape from the besieged Warsaw is probably one of the first eye-witness accounts of the Nazis bombing civilian targets.  Escape from Nazi-occupied Poland did not end her ordeal; she ended up in the part of Poland which the Soviet Union occupied after September, 17, 1939.	Horrified by living conditions under the Soviet occupation and beset by constant hunger, Padowicz  decided to walk with her son to Hungary as did many Polish civilians and soldiers in hopes of joining the Polish Army being formed in France.  In the middle of winter, Padowicz and her son hiked through the Carpathian Mountains and found themselves in a Ruthenian village only to be arrested by the Gestapo.​[96]​  The escape through the mountains is the climax of the book and reads like a contemporary nature survivor story.  Padowicz, abandoned by her guide, had to rely on her survival instinct to bring herself and her son to safety.  The book offers rare insight into the early German and Soviet occupation of Poland and is rather nuanced in its portrayal of the occupiers.  Padowicz does not hide her contempt for the German and Soviet officials, but she is also ready to acknowledge their occasional kindness (as is the case with a Soviet commissar and a Hungarian border patrol officer).  The book ends with her voyage to Brazil from which she plans to immigrate with her son to the United States.  										One the most dramatic accounts of survival involving long “trek to freedom” was told by Slavomir Rawicz.  Rawicz, like many Polish soldiers who bravely fought the German invaders, hoped that “fighting the Nazis [in September, 1939] might be a passport to Soviet clemency.”​[97]​ But after being arrested by the Soviet secret police and accused of being an enemy of the state, he concluded that “for the Pole in my position in 1939 there was little choice” between Russians and Germans.​[98]​  Sentenced to twenty five years of hard labor in a Siberian labor camp, Rawicz survived an almost eight hundred mile death march from Irkutsk to the labor camp located close to Yakutsk in the middle of a Siberian winter.  The conditions were so harsh that even some Russian guards died from cold and exhaustion.  In 1941, Rawicz and six fellow prisoners escaped from the camp and marched four thousand miles out of Siberia and through China, the Gobi Desert, Tibet, and over the Himalayas to British India for twelve months.  Four survived despite terrible odds and the immense distances they covered on foot.  Rawicz’s account is one of the most amazing stories of human heroism and survival.  The book, first published in New York and London in 1956, has since been translated into eighteen languages and inspired a major  motion picture called The Way Back.  The 1956 edition was subtitled, A Gamble for Life, capturing the incredible nature of survival.​[99]​  Rawicz’s story of survival is a testament to the universal human desire for freedom and dignity.                             
Survival “between Two Evils”
What makes the Polish wartime experience unique is the survival of many Poles under one or often two totalitarian regimes.  For survivors lucky enough to have a choice, life under the Nazis or life under the invading Russian forces was often a choice “between two evils.”​[100]​  Limiting Polish wartime experiences to only one kind of persecution does not offer the whole picture of survival nor does it do justice to the convoluted history of the region.  Dramatic stories of Polish underground soldiers who fought the Germans only to be arrested by Soviet and Polish Communist secret police and accused of treason is just one example of what survival in wartime and postwar Poland meant.  One of the most famous narratives of surviving Communist arrest and a show trial was told by Kazimierz Moczarski.  Ironically, Moczarski shared a prison cell with the very enemy he had fought during the war, a high-ranking SS officer, named Jürgen Stroop.  In his memoirs, Rozmowy z katem (Conversations with an Executioner), Moczarski recalled his prison conversations with Stroop, who oversaw the destruction of the Warsaw Ghetto.​[101]​  												The stories of survival under different totalitarian regimes has not been well publicized until recently, despite the fact that such a narrative was already present in the 1940s (e.g., Padowicz’s Flight to Freedom).  One of the most dramatic stories of survival was told by Tadeusz Piotrowski in his book, Vengeance of the Swallows.​[102]​  The author narrates his family’s painful five-and-a-half-year ordeal under the Soviets, the Ukrainian Nationalists, and the Nazis, as well as his “five-year sojourn through the various displaced persons camps in West Germany under the American occupation.”​[103]​  The author expresses the unending desire of survivors to tell their stories.  In the afterword he concludes that, “the necessary war must continue in all its magnitude in the living memory of its survivors,” and “until the last child of the war disappears from the face of the earth, the drama must continue unabated and unchanged.”​[104]​  				The idea of putting the Polish wartime experience in a much broader context, including Soviet and Communist persecutions, seems to be behind the publication of the anthology, Waiting to be Heard.​[105]​  In the foreword Poland’s last president-in-exile, Ryczard Kaczorowski, described the book as the presentation of “the losses suffered by Polish Christians during and after World War II” and “a chronicle of the [invincible niezłomni] who did not come to terms with the Yalta settlement.​[106]​  The book includes the testimonies of 77 participants, including two anonymous contributors.  Although the study does not claim to present “a scientifically valid sample of émigrés,” it is a wide representation of the Polish exile community in terms of family background, sex, age, and place of residence.​[107]​  The stories relate various wartime experiences, including German and Russian invasions of Poland, the Nazi resistance, Nazi and Stalinist oppressions, fleeing the oppressors, and the life of Polish displaced persons and refugees in post-war Europe and their subsequent emigration.  One of the most dramatic stories of Nazi oppressions was told by Halina Bartold Poślinska who was kidnapped by the Germans and sent to a camp with other Polish children to be “re-educated.”  She was eventually reunited with her mother, but many other children she met were given to German families to be raised as Germans.​[108]​  Other accounts tell of dramatic survival in Nazi concentration and slave labor camps, including Auschwitz, Bergen-Belsen, Dachau, and Mauthausen.  For many. the end of the war did not bring closure, as they became displaced persons and refused to return to Poland under Soviet rule.										Nevertheless, the authors who contributed their stories to the anthology did not want to be remembered only as victims.  One stated, “I don’t want to be placed in the category of victims, I am a survivor.”​[109]​  
Survival in post-war Europe: Displaced Persons and their stories
The story of displaced persons is directly related to the war experiences of many survivors.  They were often slave laborers, prisoners of war, and prisoners of Nazi labor and concentration camps, as well as soldiers of the Polish Armed Forces and Polish Underground captured by the Nazis.  Many did not want to be repatriated to Poland because they did not trust Poland’s post-war Communist government.  Some could not return to their home towns and villages located in Poland’s eastern borderlands (kresy) as those lands had become part of the Soviet Union.  To repatriate to former German lands, now under Polish control, would be a leap of faith that many could not muster.  											One of the first books describing the experiences of Polish displaced persons was published in Boston in 1953.  Interestingly, the book was not written by a Polish refugee, but by Kathryn Hulme, a United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Administration (UNRRA) official who was part of the team assigned to run the Polish Displaced Persons (DP) camp at Wildflecken in northeastern Bavaria after World War II.​[110]​  The book offers rare insight into the camp’s everyday life and the dilemma facing Polish refugees and their families.  The question of returning to Poland was on everyone’s mind, but by 1947 it was obvious that Poland was becoming a totalitarian state controlled by Stalin and his Polish supporters.  At some point, Polish liaison officers for repatriation and representatives of the Warsaw government visited Wildflecken for “nationality screening,” and almost ended up being lynched by the crowd of angry refugees who called them “agents of Moscow.”​[111]​  Tensions remained high, but it was not until 1948 that the first Western country, Belgium, opened its doors to Polish displaced persons.  		Recently, there has been renewed interest in the memoirs and accounts of displaced persons as evidenced by the publication of the aforementioned anthology, Waiting to Be Heard.  The book includes a collection of testimonies of people who lived in DP camps in Germany.  Some refugees admitted that, “the Allies didn’t know what to with us,” and “there was a lot of pressure on people to return to Poland.”​[112]​  Despite pressure to repatriate and difficult living conditions in DP camps, hundreds of thousands Polish displaced persons resettled to other countries, including Belgium, Canada, France, United Kingdom, and the United States.​[113]​	  		Finally, the experiences of displaced persons inspired writers such as John Guzlowski to “give them [DPs] a place to be heard” and a voice, which he did masterfully through his poetry.​[114]​  In the poem, “Displaced Persons,” Guzlowski recalls the experience of displaced persons, and probably all refugees, of being “the orphans in ragged wool,” who “shuffled in line to eat or pray or beg anyone for charity.”​[115]​  Nevertheless, this is a story of survival and endurance in a new country, as experienced by so many voiceless refugees.
Survival Story Retold
There are some accounts that have inspired children of the survivors to rediscover and narrate the war experiences of their parents.  This is a difficult and soul-searching process, because parents usually want to protect their children from a harrowing story of terror and heartbreak.   			In 2010, Rita Cosby, an American journalist, published the book Quiet Hero about her Polish father.​[116]​  The book is a journey of discovery into the tragic and heroic past of the author’s father, Ryszard Kossobudzki, soldier of the Polish Underground, Armia Krajowa (the Home Army).  Kossobudzki tells his daughter about his fight against the Germans in the Warsaw Rising of 1944, his imprisonment in Stalag IV B, a massive German prisoner of war camp near the town of Muhlberg, and his subsequent escape from the camp.  The climax of the story is their “homecoming” visit to Poland where Rita’s father receives hero’s welcome and reunites with his fellow resistance fighters in Warsaw.  One of the most moving moments of the visit takes place in the newly opened Museum of the Warsaw Rising where the author has the opportunity to walk through a model of the sewer canals (Polish fighters, including Rita’s father, used the city sewers to escape the Germans in 1944).​[117]​  The book also tells the story of painfully opening up about one’s past and the need to preserve wartime experiences for future generations.  			One of the most interesting examples of the survival story inspired by the experiences of his parents is the poetry of John Guzlowski, “arguably the most accomplished Polish-American poet on the contemporary scene.”​[118]​  Guzlowski, born in a Displaced Persons’ camp (a DP camp) in Germany after World War II, came with his parents to the United States as a displaced person in 1951.  The author writes poems about his parents’ lives, but “also about the lives of all those forgotten, voiceless refugees, DP’s, and survivors that the last century produced.”​[119]​  He writes “for all those people whose stories were never told.”  Consequently, his poetry is, in many respects, universal in its appeal, despite the fact that its primary subject is the experience of his parents in the slave labor camps of Nazi Germany during World War II.  Yet the topics he addresses in his poetry, such as the tragedy of war and the trauma of displacement and immigration, did not disappear after World War II.  Instead, new wars and conflicts erupted that resulted in genocide and massive displacement of populations in various parts of the world.  		In one of his most powerful poems, “Cattle Train to Magdeburg,” Guzlowski recreates the experience of his mother’s deportation to Nazi Germany.​[120]​  The poem ends with the description of the lifelong trauma of the war years caused by “the long twilight journey to Magdeburg,” during which “four days became six years,” and “six years became sixty.”​[121]​  Guzlowski’s poems are emotionally powerful and anchored in his and his parents’ experiences as slave laborers and country-less refugees who left almost all that was dear to them “in the great European grave yard that stretched from the English Channel to the Ural and from the Baltic Sea to the Mediterranean.”​[122]​             
Polish and Jewish Stories of Survival
During the war, Polish and Polish American publications such the Polish Review, Poland Fights, and Dziennik Związkowy, presented extensive information about the persecution of Polish Jews in Nazi-occupied Poland.  Similarly, the Polish Canadian newspaper, Czas (the Polish Times), featured Jewish matters prominently, “sometimes emphasizing the common cause between ethnic Poles and Jews.”​[123]​  After the war, the two exile communities (Polish Gentiles and Polish Jews) developed their own war narratives as they redefined their self-identity.​[124]​  In Burstin’s study of Polish Christian and Polish Jewish communities, entitled After the Holocaust, “the atmosphere of mutual hurt and suspicion gradually gave way to the realization that both victims shared similar pains.”​[125]​  										Despite different perspectives and sometimes contesting visions of the past, both communities shared the separate yet connected tragedies they and their people endured under the Nazis during World War II.​[126]​  Similar, though not identical, experiences were not limited to Nazi persecutions.  For example, in her book, Escape via Siberia: A Jewish Child’s Odyssey of Survival, Dorit Bader Whiteman tells the story of Eliott (Lonek), a “Teheran Child,” and his family who escaped the Nazi invasion of Poland and fled to the Soviet Union only to be deported to Siberia.​[127]​  The book also describes Eliott’s travel to Tashkent and his final destination, Palestine.  His survival was in great part possible due to the agreement signed in 1942 between the Polish Government-In-Exile and the Soviet Government that allowed for the formation of the Polish Army (General Anders’ Army) and gave amnesty to Polish citizens imprisoned in Soviet labor camps.  Thus, the Polish Government-In-Exile saved the “Teheran Children” and took them out of the Soviet Union.​[128]​  										In 2000, a similar story of survival was published.  Exiled to Siberia, is “a Polish child’s World War II journey.”​[129]​  It tells of the deportation of Henryk Birecki (Hank), a Polish Christian, then ten years old, and his family from a Polish village into the depths of Siberia.  The similarities between Hank’s and Elliott’s stories did not end here.  Like Elliott, Hank’s family was freed under the Polish-Soviet agreement of July 30, 1941 that provided for the release of all Polish citizens from exile, prisons and labor camps as well as the formation of the Polish Army (General Anders’ Army).  After leaving the Soviet Union, Hank ends up in Iran.  Isfahan, the historic capital of Persia, referred to as “The City of Polish Children,” becomes his temporary home until his final destination, the United States.  During World War II, there were 21 orphanages and boarding schools with some 3,000 Polish children in Isfahan.​[130]​  Supported by the British Red Cross and the Polish Government-In-Exile, the orphanages and schools brought about “a semblance of Polish life.”​[131]​  Both Hank and Eliott experienced fear, death of close family members and friends, gnawing hunger and deprivation, and the pain of the loss of their childhood.​[132]​  Their stories of survival can be an inspiration to both Polish and Jewish communities.  												The book, Children of Terror, by Inge Auerbacher and Bożenna Urbanowicz Gilbride is a rare example of the shared experiences of a Jewish survivor and a Polish Christian survivor.​[133]​  The authors were born in the same year but into different worlds.  The war, however, affected them both.  As children they saw their communities destroyed and loved ones killed.  Bożenna’s family ended up in the Chemnitz labor camp, where they were slave laborers.  She witnessed her mother’s arrest by the Germans.  Her mother was later sent to a concentration camp.   After the war Bożenna and her family were moved to a DP camp in southwestern Germany before coming to America. 												Inge experienced terror in Germany, starting with the events of Kristallnacht in November, 1938, when her “childhood was irreparably disrupted.”​[134]​  In 1942, her family was deported to the Terezin concentration camp in Nazi-occupied Czechoslovakia and was liberated by the Soviet army in May, 1945.  After the war they were able to immigrate to America, but thirteen immediate members of her family lost their lives at the hands of the Nazis.  Children of Terror is a moving testimony of two separate yet connected stories of the survivors of Nazi persecutions.  							
The stories of Polish survivors who received harsh treatment at the hands of both German and Soviet occupiers during World War II still need to be told and rediscovered.  This will not detract from the uniqueness of Jewish Holocaust survivors.​[135]​  On the contrary, the story of Jewish survivors should never been forgotten.  The joint publication of the stories of two different survivors is an excellent example of the effort to appeal to both Polish American and Jewish American communities.                   
“Forgotten Survivors” and the Need to Preserve Memory
In 2004, American historian, Richard C. Lukas compiled and edited the anthology of the memoirs of Polish Christians, entitled Forgotten Survivors.​[136]​  Twenty-eight authors, many of whom immigrated to the United States after the war, relate their personal experiences of World War II, including Nazi concentration camps.  In addition to the accounts of life in concentration and slave labor camps, there are many accounts of survivors helping others to survive.  Irena Sendler tells of smuggling Jewish children out of the Warsaw Ghetto and Paul Zenon Wos recounts rescuing Jewish families from the Warsaw Ghetto.​[137]​  According to Luckas, the memoirs “are a microview of the Polish Christian experience under the Nazis.”​[138]​  The narratives express the victims’ belief that “good must be striven for and it must win in the end”​[139]​ and their determination to survive despite horrific odds.							At the time of the publication of Forgotten Survivors, many who had contributed to the anthology were already advanced in age, which made it ever more urgent to tell their story and preserve the record of their experience for the next generations.  There was also a number of autobiographical memoirs written by Polish exiles being submitted to some university presses, but there was little interest in publishing such manuscripts.  Consequently, in 2005 the journal Polish American Studies published an appeal for memoirs asking “the members of the exile generation, their families, and their organizations to deposit their existing records in Polonia archival and research institutions.”​[140]​  A similar appeal appeared on the website of the Polish American Historical Association.​[141]​  It remains unclear, however, if any materials were deposited or acquired as a result of the appeal.  							An early project aimed at preserving accounts of the survivors of Nazi persecutions was carried out in 1981 and 1982.  The project was funded by a grant from the Connecticut Humanities Council and several Polish American organizations.  It was an oral history project called “Polish Survivors of the Holocaust.”​[142]​  In the early 1980s four interviewers conducted and recorded interviews with 32 Polish Gentiles who survived Nazi concentration camps.  The interviews were broadcast by Connecticut Public Radio and the tapes were later transcribed.  The collection, which now constitutes part of the personal paper collections at the Connecticut Polish American Archive (CPAA) at Central Connecticut State University, includes documentation of the project, original tapes and transcriptions as well as English translation of some transcripts.​[143]​ 		The need for archival preservation of testimonies of the survivors of Nazi persecutions remains a top priority as the WWII generation passes both in Poland and in Polish exile communities all over the world.  There is a well-developed infrastructure of archival depositories and museums that have been collecting personal documents and memoirs relating to Poles and Polish Americans, including the Hoover Institution, the Polish Museum of America, the Polish Institute of Arts and Sciences of America, and the Piłsudski Institute.​[144]​  More research is needed to determine the exact number of memoirs, personal documents, and testimonies that may be scattered in various depositories so they can be brought to light.            
Conclusion 
The story of Polish survivors was first told in the publications of the Polish Government-In-Exile as well as the Polish American Press.  The purpose of those publications was to expose Nazi (and later Soviet) crimes committed against Poland and to convince American public opinion of the justice of Polish war aims.  Over the years, the narrative of Poland as a victim of Nazi persecutions became less significant in comparison with regular reports of abuses of Poland’s communist governments.  The Cold War and the struggle for the liberation of Eastern Europe gradually dominated the content of the Polish American press and became the main focus of Polish American organizations lobbying for Poland’s independence.  										First books by survivors, often published as fictionalized accounts of their predicament under the Nazis and the Soviets, appeared as early as the 1940s.  There has been renewed interest in the memoirs and stories of Polish survivors in the last two decades.  This has been combined with new research and publishing opportunities in Poland after the fall of communism.  Published narratives of survival include dramatic accounts of “treks” to freedom; the survival under two totalitarian systems in concentration and labor camps; the stories of displacement in displaced persons (DP) camps in post-war Europe; and finally stories of survival as children.  Another category of publications include novels and poems inspired by parents’ war experiences.  Such accounts are significant because they represent a great need for passing the memory of harrowing as well as heroic experiences to future generations, and they form a human bond between survivors and their descendants.  			
The need for archival preservation of testimonies of the survivors of Nazi persecutions remains a top priority as this war generation passes both in Poland and in Polish exile communities all over the world.  There is a well-developed infrastructure of archival depositories and museums in North America and in Poland.  However, more research is needed to determine the exact number of memoirs, personal documents, and testimonies that may be scattered in various depositories in order to bring these documents of war experiences and survival to light.  Finally, the stories of Polish survivors who received harsh treatment from both German and Soviet occupiers during World War II need to be rediscovered and told.  Despite different perspectives and sometimes contesting visions of the past, both Polish and Jewish communities should continue to share the separate yet connected tragedies they and their people endured under the Nazis during World War II.            
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